
Silicone Edge 
Automated Stitching
*2018 SGIA Product of the Year

SEAS is a revolutionary system for SEG Keder 
sewing. Our sewing solutions, with three 
different levels of automation, were developed 
to increase the productivity of operation and 
meet clients’ different expectations.

Following the market closely and realizing 
the exponential growth of the use of Tension 
Fabrics with SEG Keder, we’ve developed three 

revolutionary solutions to increase productivity 
and quality in this area:

The SEAS system (Silicone Edge 
Automated Stitching). 

The SEAS solutions are the result 
of a strong investment in Research 
& Development, backed by real-world 
feedback from our customers.

AWARD 
WINNING 
SYSTEM*



MX Event with SEAS is a fully automatic sewing 
machine to sew SEG Keder to fabric panels. 
This sewing system improves the efficiency of 
the production flow, increases quality service 
and simplifies your sewing and SEG finishing.

This advanced technological solution automati-
cally joins large format panels with great quality 
and perfect alignment to form extra-large panels.

Automatic SEG Keder sewing system 
that doesn’t need a sewing specialist
Do more with the workforce you already have

The MX Event with SEAS becomes an even 
more powerful SEG sewing machine with the 
integration of the Extension Table. This innova-
tive solution provides a 5-meter long working 
area to handle and align heavy and oversized 
display textiles.

The Extension Table, seen at the picture,
is an optional equipment.

MX Event 
+SEAS



SM Versatile with SEAS is the right machine for 
companies that need to diversify their sewing 
solutions to create more production flexibility.

With SM Versatile, you don’t need to invest 
in different sewing machines to respond 
to different finishing requests, as it is an 
equipment prepared to sew at least 4 important 
finishing operations in a single machine:

A semi-automatic sewing machine 
capable of performing 4 different 
sewing operations
Increase your productivity and lower costs
with a versatile sewing machine

1. Sew SEG Keder 
2. Sew reinforcement tapes 
3. Velcro application 
4. Sew open hems

SM Versatile 
+SEAS



The SM Optima is a SEG Keder semi-automatic 
sewing system that is composed by a high-end 
lockstitch sewing machine, an optimized 
sewing table and a SEAS Universal Kit. 

The system was developed to be as easy 
to use as possible, with ideal dimensions 
for large textile handling and to be easily 
moved across factory floor when necessary. 

A semi-automatic SEG 
Keder sewing system
Increase your productivity 
and quality in an easy and efficient way

With low maintenance and high reliability, this 
is a turnkey solution to start or increase your 
presence in the fast growing Silicone Edge 
Graphics industry.

SM Optima 
+SEAS



A. Reel Holder B. Feeder C. Guide

The focus on the development of this solution 
was to allow companies that already own 
a sewing machine to start or significantly 
increase the SEG finishing.

With a quick and easy installation, which can 
be done by any employee of the company, 
with intuitive use without the need for training, 
simple maintenance and reduced delivery 

A SEAS kit to install  
on your sewing system
Get more from a standard machine

The SEAS Universal Kit is a set of accessories 
that transform a normal sewing machine into 
a high quality and productive machine to sew 
any type of SEG Keder. 

Composed by 3 parts:

times, this is the right solution for anyone 
who wants to be present in one of the areas 
of highest growth in the Soft Signage world.



SEG Keder BTS (Better than Silicone) 
is formulated to be environmentally friendly 
and perfect for tensioned printed fabrics.

Being a Phthalate-Free, 100% non-PVC 
product, recyclable, free of estrogen mimics 
solution, it allows now working on textile 
finishing in a sustainable way.

SEG Keder BTS
A sustainable finishing for Fabric Display

SEG Keder BTS is compatible with virtually 
all SEG frame systems, enabling uniformly 
tensioned fabric panels as an ideal solution 
for decoration and communication.

SEG 
Keder BTS



The label dispenser makes adhesive labels 
available quickly and automatically and our 
easy-to-apply adhesive labels help reduce 
application time on fabric prints. 

The label dispenser is ready for use just by 
turning the ON-button. Having a sensor that 
pushes the label to the right position, labels are 
always in the right place, at the worker disposal. 

Boost your production speed 
with SEAS Label Dispenser 
and easy-to-apply adhesive Labels

With the help of Meevo´s SEG Labels, anyone 
can easily remove the tensioned fabrics from 
the frames.

SEAS Label 
Dispenser SEG Labels



MEEVO SEG Threads are fine, smooth, 
resistant threads designed to run superbly 
at high sewing speeds.

Available threads: 
· 36 Thread Needle 16/2 
· 50 Thread Needle 20/2 
· 120 Thread Looper 42/2

Designed to run superbly 
at high sewing speeds

SEG Threads



meevo.pt
meevo@meevo.pt 
+351 229 400 050

Book your demo now!
Learn more about our machines in person or online.
Our team is at your disposal to show our SEG finishing 
tecnologies in real time.

Why book a demo?
· We can run the demo with the textiles you want.
· Schedule the demo when works best for you.
· There’s no commitment!


